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ABSTRACT
is tutorial introduces and demonstrates the use of Model-Driven
Engineering in Soware Product Lines. In particular, it teaches
participants about domain-specic languages, metamodeling and
modeling, and where these techniques can be best used (and where
not). Along with modeling, tutorial teaches various model transfor-
mation approaches and how they can be eectively used to bring
soware product lines to a dierent domain and to optimize them.
e use of models for handling product variation is demonstrated
with real-life examples from various industries and product lines.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) is a methodology that advocates
the use of models as rst-class entities. Models are constructed
from the denition of Domain-Specic Languages (DSLs) and they
can be manipulated with the use of Model Transformations (MTs).
DSLs and MTs are, therefore, key elements in MDE. is tutorial
presents how to deal with Soware Product Lines (SPLs) following
the MDE methodology, for which it explains how to dene SPLs
with DSLs and how to manipulate them with MTs.
2 PLAN AND CONTENTS
e rst part of the tutorial focuses on expressing variability in dif-
ferent ways, including parameter tables, feature models and DSLs.
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Parameter tables illustrate a basic approach of capturing variation
and variants, made by entering or choosing legal parameter values.
Domain engineers provide the type of parameters and application
engineers give values to them. Feature models (FMs) are a spe-
cial type of information model applied in product lines. It adds
dependencies among variation points. Domain engineers create
FMs covering the whole product family. Application engineers
then choose which features to include from the family feature tree.
With DSLs, the language denition itself denes the variation space
and related rules, and language users follow this variation space
when using the language to create variants. Code is then generated
from the variant models. Domain engineers dene the DSLs and
application engineers use them. Following the MDE methodology,
all languages for variability are dened via metamodels.
e second part of the tutorial focuses onModel Transformations
(MTs). ey provide the essential mechanisms for manipulating and
transforming models, and are dened at the metamodel level. ere-
fore, all SPLs conforming to a metamodel can be transformed with
the same MT. We distinguish between out-place transformations,
where the target and source domains are dierent, and in-place
transformations, where both domains are the same. e former can
be used to move FMs to other domains such as UML architectural
models, while the laer can be used for evolving or editing FMs.
Among the several model transformation languages that exist, the
Atlas Transformation Language (ATL) is in a prominent position
due to its importance in both the academic and the industrial arenas,
and is the one taught in the tutorial.
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